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Dynamic Lateral Polarization in CdZnTe
Under High Flux X-Ray Irradiation
Stephen A. Soldner, Derek S. Bale, and Csaba Szeles

Abstract—The dynamic lateral polarization and charge steering
effect was studied in 2D pixilated CdZnTe monolithic detector arrays designed for high flux x-ray imaging applications. While these
detectors have shown the ability to work at 15 106 counts/s/mm2
and higher count-rates in pulse mode, we observed some detectors
that exhibited a dynamic lateral polarization and charge steering
effect causing non-uniform spatial response to the radiation field.
The dynamic nature of the effect is shown by its flux dependence
and reversibility upon changing the x-ray flux without a requirement to turn off the bias voltage. The effect causes the induced
charge that would normally move from the cathode towards the
anode to instead move laterally causing counts to shift away from a
flux boundary. We show that the effect is not related to the physical
boundary of the detector but rather related to the boundary of the
irradiated area of the device. The dynamic polarization and charge
steering effect can be attributed to the limited hole transport in
the bulk material causing a buildup of a dynamic space-charge region under the irradiated area. The resulting lateral (perpendicular to the irradiation direction) electric field causes the lateral
drift (steering) of the x-ray injected charge clouds. The static version of such lateral steering is often observed for charged structural
defects in CdZnTe crystals. The studied 2D CdZnTe monolithic
arrays were 16 16 pixel devices having 0.4 mm 0.4 mm area
pixels on a 0.5 mm pitch and were fabricated using 8.7 mm 8.7
mm 3.0 mm CdZnTe single crystals grown by the high-pressure
electro-dynamic gradient freeze technique. The devices were probe
tested in a system consisting of a custom 16 16 pin probe head,
256 channel read-out electronics utilizing 8-channel fast bipolar
ASIC chips, and a computer controlled 120 kVp x-ray source.
Index Terms—CdZnTe, polarization, semiconductor radiation
detectors, x-ray detectors, x-ray imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

OMPOUND semiconductors such as CdZnTe that operate
at room temperature with high sensitivity and high stopping power are being utilized in many applications including
industrial gauging, nuclear safeguards, transportation security,
medical and industrial imaging, along with a range of scientific
applications including astrophysics [1]–[4]. Recently there is a
growing interest to use the detectors for high flux multi-energy
binning imaging [5]. In this work we describe a dynamic lateral polarization and charge steering effect observed in some
monolithic CdZnTe devices under high flux x-ray irradiation.
This dynamic polarization and charge steering effect is dependent and reversible with the x-ray flux. We show that the effect is not related to the physical boundary of the detector but
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Fig. 1. On the left of the image: the CdZnTe devices are 8:7 8:7 3:0 mm
with 0.4 0.4 mm area pixels forming a 2D 16 16 array on a 0.5 mm pitch.
The pixel array is surrounded by a 0.1 mm thick guard electrode. On the right
of the image the devices are shown mounted on a ceramic substrate.
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rather related to the boundary of the irradiated area of the device. The effect can be observed in the central region of the detector array away from the edge pixels. The polarization effect
appears related to low hole transport indicating that the bulk
material properties can be a limiting factor in using CdZnTe
in high flux x-ray applications. Strong hole trapping causes a
buildup of a dynamic space-charge region under the irradiated
area and the resulting lateral (perpendicular to the irradiation
direction) electric field causes the lateral drift (steering) of the
x-ray injected charge clouds. The static version of such lateral steering is often observed for charged structural defects in
CdZnTe crystals. These results suggest that CdZnTe electrical
properties have to be tuned for high hole transport to enable
their deployment in high flux pulse mode multi-energy binning
or spectroscopic x-ray imaging in medical, industrial and security systems with good results.
II. DETECTORS AND TEST SYSTEM
The 2D
pixel detector arrays studied were
fabricated from 8.7 mm 8.7 mm 3.0 mm CdZnTe single
crystals grown by the high-pressure electro-dynamic gradient
freeze technique [6]. The devices were fabricated with 0.4 mm
0.4 mm area pixels forming a 2D 16 16 array on a 0.5 mm
pitch. The pixel array is surrounded by a 0.1 mm thick guard
electrode to eliminate possible side-surface leakage current and
electric-field distortion effects.
The CdZnTe detector pixel anodes were bonded to ceramic
carriers with metal vias and pads to enable testing as shown in
Fig. 1. Similar testing was made without the ceramic carriers
but the probe pins damaged the thin-film metal pixel pads and
underlying CdZnTe detector material.
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Fig. 3. 3D bar plots of a typical non-polarizing (left) and a polarizing (right)
detector count-rate response. The polarizing detector shows low counts in the
edge pixels and a bowl shape count pattern in the middle of the detector.

Fig. 4. 2D count-rate plots of a typical non-polarizing (left) and a polarizing
(right) detector. The polarizing detector shows low counts in the edge pixels and
in the middle of the detector. High counting pixels are seen in the corners just
inside the outer perimeter ring of low counting pixels.

Fig. 2. The top image shows pixel counts as a function of tube current for a
typical non-polarizing detector and the bottom image shows the response of a
polarizing detector.

The measurement system consists of an x-ray source capable
of up to 400 A at 120 kVp. This forms a distribution of x-rays
with a maximum energy of 120 keV. The majority of x-rays
produced by the tube are approximately 60 keV for this system.
With the electronics threshold set at 20 keV, the x-ray beam is
collimated to the area of the detector and the detector is side
shielded to prevent scatter events. The custom electronic collection system utilizes 32 8-channel bi-polar ASICs multiplexed
into a comparator with thresholds and acquisition timing handled by a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). A Labview
program runs the system controlling the x-ray fixture, the acquisition system, and the data collection. A detailed description
of the detectors and x-ray test and measurement system can be
found in [3], [5]
III. RESULTS
The first set of measurements compares a typical detector response with a detector that exhibits a polarization effect. The
data is plotted in three ways to show various perspectives of
how the effect can be visualized. Fig. 2 shows all 256 pixel

counts as a function of photon flux (tube current) for a typical non-polarizing (top) and a polarizing (bottom) detector. The
data plotted are the raw pixel counts without any correction. The
first half of each graph shows the pixel counts with the tube current ramping from 10 A to 400 A. The second half shows the
pixel counts as a function of time (1 minute) with the tube current kept constant at the 400 A maximum. The tube voltage
for all the tests is constant at 120 kVp. Polarization is the phenomenon when the pixel counts decrease with increasing x-ray
flux. Another phenomenon occurring in the polarizing detector
is the slight upward deviation of some pixel counts from linear
slope. These extra counts are the first indication that some pulses
are shifting away from polarizing pixels and recorded by these
high-counting pixels. Plots like Fig. 2 are useful at showing the
progression of counts for each pixel with increasing x-ray flux
but do not give pixel position information.
In Fig. 3, the same data is plotted but using 3D bar graphs.
The left pane shows the response of the non-polarizing detector
and on the right pane is the response of a polarizing detector.
Both plots are made at 120 kVp and 400 A tube current. The
left plot shows typical pixel-to-pixel variation of counts at high
flux. There are no corrections applied to the raw counts data.
counts/s/mm (raw
The pixel count-rate is in the 3 to
count-rate divided by the pixel area). The polarizing detector
on the right shows that the edge pixels have nearly stopped
responding at this high flux. The counting pixels show higher
counts in the corners with a bowl shaped counting response pattern over the entire surface of the detector. Fig. 4 shows the corresponding response as 2D pixel count intensity maps. The left
pane shows a non-polarizing detector response while the right
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Fig. 5. A 3 9 pixel area of the detector irradiated through a slot collimator for
three tube currents with horizontal centerline profile plots at the top of each. The
arrows in the upper plot designate where the pixels intensity maps were made.
The plots show typical responses from low to high flux for a non-polarizing
detector. As expected the intensity of each pixel being irradiated increases as
the flux increases. The black square in each plot defines the 16 16 detector.
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shows a polarizing device. The maps in Figs. 3 and 4 may first
suggest that the polarization is a device edge effect. We show
below that this is not the case, but rather the effect is related to
the radiation flux boundary.
In order to determine if the polarization effect was related
to the physical edge of device, a series of measurements were
performed using various collimators. First, as shown in Fig. 5,
a typical detector was tested using a slot collimator. The colpixel area to be irradiated
limator opening allowed a
in the central region of the device. The collimator was positioned away from the device edge, and we applied the same
flux profile as was presented in Fig. 3. The top portion of Fig. 5
shows the counts versus tube current, and the bottom three plots
show three intensity maps and centerline count profiles across
the device at the top of the intensity plots. The plots show the
measured response from the pixels being irradiated through the
collimator opening at low flux (50 A), medium flux and high
flux (400 A). The count-rates show linear dependence on x-ray
flux (tube current) and a reasonably uniform and similar spatial distribution independent of the photon flux. Fig. 6 shows
the result of the same slot collimator test with a detector that
shows the polarization effect. At low flux the device behaves
normally but as the flux is increased the counts are displaced
away from the boundary of the irradiated region in both the x
and y directions. As the outer pixels lose counts the inner pixels
gain counts. The charge deposited in the device is being steered
from the outermost irradiated pixels inwards towards the center
of the irradiated area. In linear detector arrays this effect could
be mistakenly interpreted as a physical edge effect. The outer
end pixels would count lower while the next pixel inward would
count higher under increasing photon flux conditions. At even
higher flux the two end pixels would stop counting while the
counts would be pushed to the next pixels further in as shown
in the centerline profiles in Fig. 7.
In the next experiment we used a spot collimator to irradiate
pixel area and tested a non-polarizing and a polarizing
a
device as shown in Fig. 8. The typical non-polarizing device
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Fig. 6. A 3 9 pixel area of the detector irradiated through a slot collimator
for three tube currents with horizontal centerline profile plots at the top of each.
The arrows in the upper plot designate where the pixels intensity maps were
made. The plots show responses from low to high flux for a polarizing detector.
The irradiated area is shown with a rectangular outline. The black square region
in each plot defines the 16 16 pixel detector.
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Fig. 7. The plots show counts being shifted laterally inwards away from a flux
boundary as shown by the arrows in the right image. The irradiated area is designated with a rectangular outline. The black square region in each plot defines
the 16 16 pixel detector.
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at the bottom shows four pixels with typical counts versus flux
curves. The polarizing device shows two pixels stop counting
immediately while the other two pixels start out normal. Fairly
quickly the third pixel begins to loose counts while the last pixel
gains counts even more rapidly. A certain amount of count-rate
conservation is maintained, although it is difficult to de-convolute the absolute count rates given dead time in the electronics.
The last collimated test was performed using a 4-mm diameter circular collimator. The tube current was again ramped and
the counts versus tube current plotted in Fig. 9. The normal nonpolarizing device response at the bottom shows increasing intensity with increasing tube current for the irradiated pixels. The
polarizing device response at the top shows counts being steered
inwards such that the outer irradiated pixels loose counts. Eventually the whole device shuts off and only a few counts are seen
in a donut shaped pattern.
In Fig. 10, we show the dynamic behavior of the polarization effect. The plot shows a flux ramping initial segment, a
constant high flux segment, then a reduced constant low flux
segment. This was accomplished by first ramping the tube current to 400 A, then holding the tube current at 400 A, and finally reducing the tube current to a constant 100 A. The pixels
that show polarization stay in the polarized state under the high
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Fig. 8. The top half of the plot shows the counts versus tube current for a spot
collimated 2 2 pixel area of a 256 pixel device that polarizes. The bottom half
shows a non-polarizing response. The black square region in each plot defines
the 16 16 pixel detector.
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Fig. 10. Count-rates versus tube current for a polarizing detector. As the flux
is ramped higher the polarization effect is seen but when the flux is reduced the
pixels return to normal counting and the polarization effect is not seen showing
the dynamic nature of this polarization.

the irradiated area. As the x-ray flux is increased the outer irradiated pixels loose counts. At high x-ray flux the device is nearly
dead and shows a donut shaped low-counting response pattern.
However, when the flux is reduced the pixels in the irradiated
area nearly instantaneously return to normal counting behavior.
The acquisition time was 10 ms per pixel for these tests which
shows that the recovery time to return to the non-polarized state
is well under 2.6 seconds.
IV. DISCUSSION

Fig. 9. The top half of the plot shows the counts versus tube current for a collimated 4 mm pixel area of a 256 pixel device that polarizes. The thin circle in the
upper rightplot designates the irradiated area. The bottom half shows a non-polarizing response. The black square region in each plot defines the 16 16 pixel
detector.
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constant flux condition, but when the flux was reduced they returned to normal behavior rapidly (within the measurement time
that was 10 ms in this case). Because only the photon flux was
changed in this experiment the rapid recovery indicates that the
polarization phenomenon is due to a dynamic space charge build
up.
The last series of plots in Fig. 11 shows the 2D intensity maps
of the polarizing detector irradiated through the circular collimator. The progression from left to right shows that in the beginning, under low flux irradiation, the detector counts uniformly in

The dynamic polarization effect discussed above is related to
the charge transport properties of the CdZnTe crystal. For the
polarizing devices used in the experiment the electron mobilitywas
cm /V while the hole
lifetime product
mobility-lifetime product
was
cm /V. For
the devices that did not polarize under the x-ray irradiation
was
cm /V and
was
cm /V. This
shows that the hole transport properties of the CdZnTe crystals
control the onset of polarization in these devices under high flux
irradiation [7].
The dynamic polarization and charge steering effect can be
described in terms of hole trapping and the build up of a positive
space charge region under the irradiated area. As a result, a lateral electric field develops that is perpendicular to the direction
of the drift of electrons generated by the x-ray irradiation. The
lateral component of the electron velocity is shown in Fig. 12.
In these devices the full area electrode is the cathode while the
pixel electrodes are the anodes and the injected electron clouds
drift towards the pixels. The lateral electric field causes a lensing
effect that steers the electron clouds from the periphery of the irradiated area towards the center causing a non-uniform counting
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Fig. 11. A series of 2D count-rate maps for a detector that polarizes. The detector is irradiated through a 4 mm collimator with increasing flux rates. The far right
plot shows the device returning to normal counting when the flux rate is reduced which shows the dynamic behavior of the effect. The black square region in each
plot defines the 16 16 pixel detector.
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Fig. 12. Pictorial with collimated flux on a polarizing pixellated detector
showing the lensing electric field lines and the lateral component of the of
the electron velocity. At the top the collected charge profile is shown for this
situation.

response that is strongly peaked in the center shown at the top
of Fig. 12. The result that the steering and polarization effect
rapidly recovers as the photon flux is reduced shows that the
trapped holes rapidly recombine [7]. This is not surprising considering the CdZnTe crystals we used are n-type.

counts/s/mm and higher count-rates in pulse mode,
we observed that some detectors exhibited a dynamic lateral polarization and charge steering effect causing non-uniform spatial response to the radiation field. The dynamic nature of the
effect is shown by its reversible x-ray flux dependence. Unlike
the classical polarization where the polarized state persists for
long periods of times under bias voltage, these devices recovered almost instantaneously from the polarized state once the
radiation field was reduced or removed. The effect causes the
induced charge that would normally move from the cathode towards the anode to instead move laterally, moving counts away
from a flux boundary towards the center of the irradiated area.
We show that the effect is not related to the physical boundary
of the detector but rather to the boundary of the irradiated area
of the device and is observed in the central region of the detector
array. The dynamic polarization and charge steering effect can
be attributed to the limited hole transport in the bulk material
causing a buildup of a dynamic space-charge region under the
irradiated area. The resulting lateral (perpendicular to the irradiation direction) electric field causes the lateral drift (steering)
of the x-ray injected charge clouds. The static version of such
lateral steering is often observed for charged structural defects
in CdZnTe crystals.

V. SUMMARY
For the first time the dynamic lateral polarization and charge
steering effects were studied in 2D pixilated CdZnTe monolithic
detector arrays designed for high flux x-ray imaging applications. The 2D CdZnTe monolithic arrays were 16 16 pixel
0.4 mm area pixels on a 0.5 mm
devices having 0.4 mm
8.7 mm
3.0 mm
pitch and were fabricated using 8.7 mm
CdZnTe single crystals grown by the high-pressure electro-dynamic gradient freeze technique. The CdZnTe detector arrays
were bonded to an interface ceramic substrate to allow performance testing of the devices without damaging the surface electrodes. The devices were probe tested in a system consisting of
a custom 16 16 pin probe head, 256 channel read-out electronics utilizing 8-channel fast bipolar ASIC chips, and a computer controlled 120 kVp x-ray source. While such CdZnTe
monolithic detector arrays have shown the ability to work at
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